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Abstract
Diagnostic methods have been an important tool in regression analysis to detect anomalies, such

as departures from error assumptions and the presence of outliers and influential observations with
the fitted models. Some influence methods, such as the local influence, total local influence of an
individual, local influence on predictions and generalized leverage are derived, analyzed and discussed
in Weibull mixture model with covariates. The relevance of the approach is illustrated with a real
data set, where it is shown that, by removing the most influential observations the decision about
which model best fits the data is changed.

Keywords: Logistic model; Mixture models; Weibull distribution; censored data; local influence; influ-
ence diagnostic; generalized leverage; survival data.

1 Introduction
Models for survival analysis typically assume that every subject in the study population is susceptible
to the event under study and will eventually experience it if the follow-up is sufficiently long. However,
there are situations when a fraction of individuals are not expected to experience the event of interest,
that is. those individuals are cured or insusceptible. For example, researchers may be interested in
analyzing the recurrence of a disease. Many individuals may never experience a recurrence; therefore,
a cured fraction of the population exists. Cure rate models have been utilized to estimate the cured
fraction. Cure rate models are survival models which allow for a cured fraction of individuals. These
models extend the understanding of time-to—event data by allowing for the formulation of more accurate
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and informative conclusions. These conclusions are otherwise unobtainable from an analysis which
fails to account for a cured or insusceptible fraction of the population. If a cured component is not
present, the analysis reduces to standard approaches of survival analysis. Cure rate models have
been used for modelling time-to—event data for various types of cancers, including breast cancer, non-
Hodgkins lymphoma, leukemia, prostate cancer and melanoma. Perhaps the most popular type of
cure rate models is the mixture model introduced by Berkson and Gage (1958). In this mode], the
population is divided into two subpopulation so that an individual either is cured with probability
p or has a proper survival function S (t), with probability 1 — p. This gives an improper population
survivor function G(t) in the form of mixture, that is,

C305) = P + (1 —2J)S(t)» 5030) = 0, G(00) = P, (1)

A common choice of the S (t) in (1) is exponential and Weibull distribution. With those choices,
we have respectively have an exponential mixture model and a Weibull mixture model. This mixture
model has been studied by several authors, including Farrell (1982), Goldman (1984), Greenhouse
(1998) and Sy and Taylor (2000). The book by Maller and Zhou (1996) provides a wide range of
applications of the long-term survivor mixture model.

Influence diagnostic is an important step in the analysis of a data set as it provides us with an
indication of bad model fitting or of influential observations. However, there are not applications
of influence diagnostic to the mixture models. Cook (1986) proposed a diagnostic approach named
local influence to assess the effect of small perturbations in the model and/or data the parameter
estimates. Several authors have applied the local influence methodology in more general regression
models than the normal regression model (see, for example, Paula 1993, Galea et al., 2000 and Dias, et
al., 2003). Also, some authors have investigated the assessment of local influence in survival analysis
models: for instance, Pettit and Bin Daud (1989) investigate local influence in proportional hazard
regression models; Escobar and Meeker (1992) adapt local influence methods to regression analysis
with censoring and Ortega et al. (2003) consider the problem of assessing local influence in generalized
log-gamma regression models with censored observations.

In this article, we present diagnostic methods based on local influence and residual analysis for the
Weibull mixture with covariates, where the covariates are modeled through p via binomial regression
model. In section 2, we present the Weibull mixture and discuss the process estimation for parame—
ters models. Section 3 deals with a Bayesian analysis using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
methodology under informative priors. In Section 4. 5 and 6, we discuss the local influence method,
local influence on predictions and generalized leverage. Likelihood displacement is used to evaluate
the influence of observations on the maximum likelihood estimators. Section 7 presents the results of
an analysis with a real data set and analysis residual.



2 The Weibull mixture with covariates
Let a binary random variable Yi, 71 = 1, . . . ,n indicating that the 72th individual in a population is at
risk or not with respect to a certain type of failure, that is, Y, = 1 indicates that the ith individual
will eventually experience a failure event (uncured), and Y; = 0 indicates that the individual will never
experience such event (cured). For individual with covariate vector xi, the proportion of uncured 1)

can be specified to be logistic link of x such that the conditional distribution of Y is given by

1
P Y-=1 » =-——=1—-f<z 1le Hews) p,

where B : (61, fig, . . . , [3,371 is a vector p—dimensional parameter. Note that the cure probability varies
from individual to individual so that the probability that individual i is cured is modelled by

‘ _ exp(x,TB)
1 Q 1+ exp(xiTfi)’

the logistic link keeps each 1), strictly between 0 and 1. Letting T,- be the 71th time of occurrence of
the failure event and considering that T, 's are independents and identically distributed with Weibull
distribution with the density function is given by

fit a, /\|Yi = 1) = aria—lendA — taeA} (2)

where a > 0 is a shape parameter and A e R is a scale parameter. Thus, the contribution of an
individual that failed at t,- to the likelihood function is given by (1 —- p¢)at?_1exp{/\ —- tf‘eA} and the
contribution of an individual that is at risk at time t, is pi + (1 — pr)exp{t§‘e’\}. Thus given a sample
tl, . . . ,tn, where we observed t,- = min(T,~, C,) where T,» is the lifetime for the ith individual and G,- is
the censoring time for the ith individual. In this case the log-likelihood function corresponding to the
parameter vector 0 z (a, A, ET)T is given by

l(0) oc rlog(a) + r/\ + Zlogfl — p,) + (a — 1)Z log(t,~) — exp{/\} 2 t?
ieF ieF ieF

+E 10s [P71 + (1 — p¢)exp{—t$e"}l, (3)
ieC

where r is the number of uncensored observations (failures), F denotes the set of uncensored observa-
exp(xTfl)
1+exp(xf )

for parameter vector 0 can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood function, while Bayesian esti-
mation is discussed. In this paper, software Ox (MAXBFGS subroutine) (see Doornik, 1996) was
used to confliute maximum likelihood estimates (MLE). Covariance estimates for maximum likelihood
estimators 9 can also be obtained by using the Hessian matrix, Confidence intervals and hypothesis

tions, C denotes the set of censored observations and p,- : . Maximum likelihood estimates



testing can be conducted by using the large sample distribution of MLE which is a normal distribution
with the covariance matrix as the inverse of Fisher information as long as regularity conditions are
satisfied. More specifically, the asymptotic covariance matrix is given by 1—109) with I(0) = —E‘[L(0)]

such that H0) = {$4}.
Since it is not possible to compute Fisher information matrix I(9) due to the censored observations

(censoring is random and noninformative), it is possible to use the matrix of second derivatives of the
log likelihood, —L(0), evaluated at MLE 0 = 9, which is consistent. Then

..
Lora La)‘ Ila/3

L(9) = . LAA LAfl
. Lflfl

with the submatrices in appendix A.

3 A Bayesian analysis using MCMC
In this section, we consider a Bayesian approach on the MCMC methodology for approximating the
posterior distribution for quantities of interest in the Weibull mixture model. As seen in the previous
section, likelihood based inference in small samples can be somewhat misleading. Thus, Bayesian
inference may play an important role in such cases. Since the derivation of exact posterior densities
is not feasible for the Weibull mixture model, we make use of the MCMC methodology to obtain
approximation for such densities. We consider the joint prior density for 9 = (a, A, 6T)T of the form

10

”(9) = H (¢(fii|fl'fiw Jill) (MM/J)” 0A)I‘(a|a, b), (4)
1:1

where ¢>(.[u, 02) denote the probability density function of the Normal distribution with mean u and
variance 02 and I‘(.|a,,b) denoting the Gamma distribution with shape parameter a > 0 and scale
b > 0. Here all the hiperparameters are specified.

Combining likelihood function L(0) oc exp{l(0)} and prior to specification (4), the joint posterior
distribution for 0 is given by

A2 1 ” fl?a—l 1'+a—1 ,. __ _-’_ A Q7r(0|D) oc T a exp —ba——-—202+rz\ 2202. 6 Zipl- (5)
/\ j=1 [3] ZGF

Z log(1 — pi) +2 be" {Dr + (1 — pi)exp{—ti’e’\}l },
iEF ieC'

h.~~'th b-f « c' = ~=exp<xw> a:w erer is e num er 0 uncensored observations, T rgt“ pl m, 1 1,2, . ,n ind D

denotes the observed data.



To implement the MCMC methodology, we consider the Gibbs within Metropolis-Hasting sampler,
which requires the derivation of the complete set of conditional posterior distributions. After some
algebraic manipulations, it follows that the conditional posterior densities are given by

(i) 7r(ozlfl, A, D) oc T"‘—loz""'a_l exp {——ba — e)‘ Z t? +2 log [pi + (1 — pilexp{—t?e’\}]}
iEF ieC

(7:71) 7r(/\[a,B,D) oc exp{— Q‘T_l+m+21og[p,+(1— p,)exp{—t—3 eA}]— eAth} (6)
0A

160 ieF

(11-1) MIMI?) o< —§Z———(fl’‘——‘—"’ +Zlog<1—p1)+210g[p,+(1 —p1)exp{—tre*}] ,

j=1flj tEF 1160

Since the conditional posteriors do not present standard forms, the use of the Metropolis-Hasting
sampler is required.

4 Influence diagnostics
Let l(9) denote the log-likelihood function from the postulated model, where 0 = (a,)\, 5T)T, and
let an be a n x 1 vector of perturbations restricted to some open subset Q C B", The perturbations
are made on the log—likelihood function. We will assume in particular the case-weights perturbation
scheme such that the log-likelihood function takes the form

l(0|w) = Ewilog [(1 — pi)at{’_1exp{)\ — t?e>‘}] + Ewilog[pi + (1 — pi)exp{~t?e>‘}],
iEF 160

where O < w, 5 1 and wo—— (1,1,. .,T1) is the vector of no perturbation Note that l(9|w0)—— l(0 ).
To assess the influence of the pertuibations on the maximum likelihood estimate 0, we consider the
likelihood displacement

A A

LBW) = 2{l(9) — l(6’w)},

where Q, denotes the maximum likelihood estimate under the model l(0[w).
The idea of local influence (Cook, 1986) is concerned with characterizing the behavior of LD(w)

around we. The procedure consists in selecting a unit direction d, H cl H: 1, and then to consider the
plot of LD(wo +ad) against a, where a 6 B. This plot is called lifted line. Note that, since LD(w0) =
0, LD(w0 + ad) has a local minimum at a = 0. Each lifted line can be characterized by considering
the normal curvature C'd(0) around a = O. This curvature is interpreted as the inverse radius of
the best fitting circle at a = 0. The suggestion is to consider direction dmm; corresponding to the
largest curvature Cdnmw). The index plot of dmam may reveal those observations which, under small
perturbations exercise notable influence on LD(w). Cook( 1986) showed that the normal curvature at
direction d takes the form C'd(0) _ ‘

..
1Adl where —I: is the observed Fisher information

CT!



matrix for the postulated model (w = am) and A is the (p + 1) x n matrix with elements Afi =
02L(0|w)/8918wj, evaluated at 0 = 9 and w = wo, j = 1, . . . ,p+ 2 and i = 1, . . . ,n. Then, Cam“, is
the largest eigenvalue of the matrix B = AT(fi)‘1A, and dmam is the corresponding eigenvector. The
index plot of dman; for the matrix AT(fJ)‘1A may show how to perturb the log-likelihood function to
obtain larger changes in the estimate of 0. We find, after some algebraic manipulation, the following
expressions for the weighted log-likelihood function and for the elements of the matrix A:

In this case the log-likelihood function takes the form

l(9lw) = [log(a) + A] Zwi + Zwilog(1—pi)+(a — 1) Ewiloflti)
ieF ieF lEF

_ex1>{/\} Ewiti“ +Z wilog [pi + (1 — pi)exp{—ti"e’\}] (7)
ieF isC

Let us denote A = (A1, . . . , Ap+2)T.
Then the elements of vector A1 take the form

A1i={

The elements of vector A2 take the form

1 + log(hi) if z'eF
A21" = (1~f>i) logfiii) fir

i if ieC'
I3i+(1—1§i)hi

The elements of vector Aj, for j = 3, . . . , p + 2, may be expressed as

———-AJ>P—— if ieF
(1—130 [1+exp{x?fi}]

Aji : (xi')13i l—fis’ ieC
[1+exp{x?,3}] [fii+(1—I5i)fli]

where

i A
A T“

hi : exp{—t?e’\} pi = ___exp(xlg)”
1 + exp(xiTfl)

However, if the interest is only in vector fl, the normal curvature in direction cl is given by
cue) = 2|dTAT(L-1 — B22)Ad| (see Cook, 1986), where

0 O

B?” <
0 £521)

6



with fizz denoting the submatriz of f; obtained according to partition

" L11 L12
>L 9 =( ) <

L21 L22

The index plot of the largest. eigenvector of AT(f."1 ~ B22)A may reveal those observations most
influential on fl.

On the other hand, considering the direction for the i—th individual the total local influence in that
direction is given by

C’i = 2|A;fr(lfi_1 — B22)Ai|. (8)

5 Local influence on predictions
Let 2 be a p x 1 vector of values of the explanatory variables, for which we do not necessarily have an
observed response. Then, the prediction at z is [L(z) = 2:le szj. Analogously, the point prediction
at z based on the perturbed model becomes [t(z,w) = Z§=1 zj/ijw, where Z3“, = (filw,...,fipw)T
denotes the maximum likelihood estimate from the perturbed model. Thomas and Cook (1990) have
investigated the effect of small perturbations on predictions at some particular point z in continuous
generalized linear models and by assuming d) known or estimated separately from £3. They defined three
objective functions based on different residuals. Because the diagnostic calculations were identical for
the proposed functions, they concentrated the application of the methodology on the objective function
f(z’w) = {LA/(Z) '_ [L(z,w)}2.

Similarly, we will concentrate our study on investigating the normal curvature of the surface formed
by vector u and function f (z, w), around cm. The normal curvature at unit direction d takes, in this
case, the form Cd(z) = 2 I ded |, where f = 82f /6w8wT is evaluated at cm and B From Thomas
and Cook ( 1990) one has that r: AT(i§5zsz.5§)A,
where A = 82l(0 | w)/GBBwT. Consequently

dmax(z) oc —ATf4§5z.

In the sequence we discuss the calculation of dm,,m(z) under additive perturbations for the response
and for each continuous explanatory variable.

5.1 Response perturbation
Consider the regression model (3) by assuming now that each ti is perturbed as ti —+ ti + (SOwi = tjf,
i = 1, . . . .,n, where (515) is a scala factor that may be the estimated standard deviation of T and melt.
Below we give the expressions for the log-likelihood function



Here the perturbed log-likelihood function is expressed as

l(0|w) = rlog(a) + r/\ +Z log(1 — pi) + (a — 1) Z log(t{‘) -— exp{/\} Z t{"
ieF ieF ieF

+2 log [pi + (1 — pi)exp{—ti*°‘e’\}] (9)
716C

where t; = ti + (St)w,-.
Matrix A = (A1, A2, . . . , Ap+2)T is given in appendix B.
Vector dmam(z) is constructed by taking z = xi, which corresponds to the n x 1 vector

dmaz (xi) O< “ATE/35 xi. (10)

A large value for the ith component of (15), dmami(xi), indicates that the 71th observation should have
substantial local influence on 1,71: Then, the suggestion is to take the index plot of the n x 1 vector
(dma$1(x1),. . . ,d,,,,a$n(xn))T in order to identify those observations with high influence on its own
fitted value

5.2 Explanatory variable perturbation
Consider now an additive perturbation on a particular continuous explanatory variable, namely Xt,
by making mm, = (Bit +wiSw, where S:c is a scaled factor that may be the estimated standard deviation
of Xt. This perturbation scheme leads to the following expressions for the log-likelihood function and
for the elements of matrix A:

The perturbed log-likelihood function as, in this case, expressed as

l(0|w) = rlog(a) + rA +Z log(1 — pf) + (a — 1)Z log(_ti) — exp{)\} Z t?
iEF ieF isF

+2041); + <1 — prism—sen] (11)
ieC

i . =o< _ exp{x.*Tfl} *T___ S' , ,w1e1e pi —m and xi — [h —|- figitzg + ‘ - - + 5&th + my I) + - - - + flprzp.

Matrix A = (A1, A2, . . . , Ap+g)T is given in appendix C.
Similarly to the response perturbation case the suggestion here is to evaluate the largest curvature

at z : xi, which leads to
..

Cmaz(xi) = 2|d£amfd1naz|a

and consequently
'

dmadxi) o< —ATL/§/§xi.

To see for which observed values of Xt the prediction is most sensitive under small changes in Xt, we can
perform the plot of Cmaflxi) against 173“. The index plot of the nxl vector (67mm (x1), . . . imam" (xn))T
can indicate those observations for which a small perturbation in the value of Xt leads to a substantial
change in the prediction.



6 (Eenerafized Leverage
Let l(9) denote the log—likelihood function from the postulated model in equation (10), 5 the MLE of
9 and u the expectation of T, then, t z ”(5) will be the predicted response vector.

The main idea behind the concept of leverage (see, for instance, Cook and Weisberg, 1982; Wei et
al., 1998) is that of evaluating the influence of ti on its own predicted value. This influence may well

be represented by derivative fig that equals hi,- is the i-th principal diagonal element of the projection
matrix H = X(XTX)_1XT and X is the model matrix. Extensions to more general regression models
have been given, for instance, by St. Laurent and Cook (1992), and Wei, et al. (1998) and Paula
(1999), when 9 is restricted with inequalities. Hence, it follows from Wei et al.(1998) that the nxn
matrix (3-5) of generalized leverage may be expressed as:

A .. —1..

»

GL(0) = D0 [um] Lat (12)

evaluated at 0 = 5 and Where

with

- -_
A

d+1 a+1Da : (1 —pi)(a) exp{ — —}{log(
{y >+< a )}

A A-
X a+1DA = (1 — Pi)(04 1)(— 6XP{ _ 5D {10g<_d—>}

A
A —1 ;\ c“ + 1

Dis, = (xii-mt) [1 + exp{x.Tfi}] exp{ — 5}10g( ”C, )

where
ICC,

.

L =w = f,
t;

9t aaatT -- j“
[jt-i

With

..
tfl —'ex1){;\}tf"1[dlpg§ti) +1] Vi : ieF,

Lm$7 = —§§i_2(1 —pi)exp{/\}hitia_llog(ti)
{g,( — exp{f\}dt? + d + [log(ti)]‘1) — (1 — fiilfiiexpfiddtfi} Vi : ieC.

9



f;
—det?"lexp{;\} W : ieF,

Mi _ g;2(1 — 131)ex1){;\}hiértf‘"1 (get? + (1 — pi)exp{;\}t?hi] Vi : ieC.

f.
0 V2 ieF,

fifli‘ gfipixfih+eXp{x;fB}]"lfiiexp{i}atf‘-1{gi—(1—pi)[1—fii]} VizieC.

A A A A T
“

where h,- = exp{ — tf’exp{/\}}, g = fr. + (1 — pi)hi e pi = %£%%—}

7 Application
In this section, the application of the local influence theory to a set of real data on cancer recurrence is
discussed. The data are part of an assay on cutaneous melanoma (a type of malignant cancer) for the
evaluation of postoperative treatment performance with a high dose of a certain drug (interferon alfa-
2b) in order to prevent recurrence. Patients were included in the study from 1991 to 1995, and follow-up
was conducted until 1998. The data were collected by Ibrahim et al. (2001b); variable T represented
the time until the patient’s death. The original size of the sample was 11 = 427 patients , 10 of whom
did not present a a value for covariable tumor thickness, herein denominated as Breslow. When such
cases were removed, a sample of size n = 417 patients was considered. The percentage of censored
observations was 56%. The following data were associated with each participant, at = 1, 2, . . . ,n.

0 ti: observed time (in years);

0 (ii: censoring indicator (Ozcensoring, 1=1ifetime observed);

0 at“: treatment (Ozobservation, 1=interferon);

o migrage (in years);

0 $13: nodule (nodule category: to 4);

o ;r.,;4: sex (O=male, 1=female);

o cry-5: p.s. (performance status-patient’s functional capacity scale as regards his daily activities:
O=fully active, lzother);

0 $162 Breslow (tumor thickness in mm).

The survival function graph, Kaplan—lVleier estimate, is presented in figure 1, from where a signif-
icant fraction of survivors can be observed.

10
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Figure 1: Plot of the Survivor Function.

7.1 Maximum likelihood results
To obtain the maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters in the Weibull model we use the
subroutine MAXBFGS in Ox, whose results are given in the following

Table 1: Maximum likelihood estimates for the complete data set

Parameter Estimate SE p-valor
a 1.6104 0.0114 -
A -1.2877 0.0148 -
[30 2.2656 0.3377 <0.0001
01 01503 0.0505 0.4756
fig -0.0142 0.0007 0.0977
[33 -0.5392 0.0130 <0.0001
[34 0.2019 0.0536 0.3832
[35 -O.1509 0.1124 0.6527
fig 00599 0.0015 0.1253

Statistics Value Statistics Value
AIC 1045.578 BIC 1081.876

The mean cure fraction estimated was 15 = 0.5162.
In table 1. it is estimated that the only significant variable is x3(nodule), Also, the information

criteria based on the decision theory which penalize models with a large number of parameters were
used. The used criteria are based on the AIC statistics (Akaike Information Criterion) and BIG
(Bayesian Information Criterion).

11



7.2 Bayesian analysis
We consider now a Bayesian analysis for the data considering the following independent prior (4)
with values of the hyperparameters given for a = b = 0,1, 11) z [1.5]. = 0 and of = (7331, = 100,

j = 0, 1, . . . , 6. Considering those prior densities we generated two parallel independent runs of the
Gibbs sampler chain with size 40000 for each parameter, discarding the first 5000 iterations. To
eliminate the effect of the initial values and to avoid correlation problems, we considered a spacing of
size 10, obtaining a sample of size 3500 from each chain. To monitor the convergence of the Gibbs
samples we used the between and within sequence information, following the approach developed in
Gelman and Rubin (1992) to obtain the potential scale reduction ,

R. In all cases, these values were
close to one, indicating the convergence of the chain. In Table 2 we report posterior summaries for
the parameters of the Weibull, mixture model and in Figure 2, we have the approximate marginal
posterior densities considering 7000 Gibbs samples.

Table 2: Bayesian estimates. Posterior summary results of fitting the Weibull mixture to the data
set.

Parameters Mean Standard deviation 95% credible interval R
a 1.5760 0.1123 (1.353 ; 1.793) 1.017
A 13020 0.1227 (1.544 ; -1.071) 1.000
[30 2.2870 0.5962 ( 1.164 ; 3.508) 1.002
(31 0.1506 0.2325 (0.603 ; 0.299) 1.001
02 0.0136 0.0086 (0.031 ; 0.002) 1.001
[33 0.5700 0.1268 (0.826 ; 0.339) 1.005
(34 0.2095 0.2377 (0.259 ; 0.674) 1.072
65 0.1508 0.3446 (0.839 ; 0.509) 1.001
fie 0.0681 0.0432 (0.159 ; 0.009) 1.011

In Table 2, we observed that only the covariate nodule (0:3) presents significant effect lifetime. It
is interesting to note that the Bayesian analysis is very similar to the classic analysis.

7.3 Local influence analysis
In this section, we will make an analysis of local influence for the data set given in Ibrahim et. al.
(2001), using cure fraction in Weibull mixture regression models.

7.3.1 Case-weights perturbation
By applying the local influence theory developed in Section 3. where case-weight perturbation is used,
value C7, = 1.5820 was obtained as maximum curvature. In figure 2, the graph of autovector11101:

12
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Figure 2: Approximate marginal posterior densities for parameters of Weibull mixture model.

corresponding to Cdrnam is presented, and total influence C,- is shown in figure 3. Observations 23 and
176 are the most distinguished in relation to the others.

7.3.2 Prediction influence using response variable perturbation
Next, the influence of perturbations on the observed survival times will be analyzed. The value for the
maximum curvature calculated was Cdmu = 11.21. Figure 4, containing the graph for Idmax] versus
the observation index, shows that some points were distinguished from the others, among which are
points 279 and 341. The same applies to figure 5, which corresponds to total local influence (C71).

By analyzing the data associated with these two observations, it is noted that that the highlighted
observations refer to patients with shorter non-censored survival times
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Figure 3: (a) Index plot of dmam for 0 (case-weights perturbation). (b) Total local influence on the
estimates 0 (case-weights perturbation)

7.3.3 Prediction influence using explanatory variable perturbation
The perturbation of vectors for covariables age (502) and Breslow (cm) are investigated here. For
perturbation of covariable age, value Cd...“ = 1.0374 was obtained as maximum curvature, and for
perturbation of covariable Breslow, value Cdmaa: : 1.2864 was achieved. The respective graphs of
|dmam| as well as total local influence 0, against the observation index are shown in figures 5, 6, 7
and 8. In these four graphs, the distinction of some observations in relation to others are evaluated,
Hence, for perturbation of covariable age, observations 35, 64 and 351 are those with the highest age
values and highest non-censored survival times. For perturbation of Breslow covariable, observations
47, 199, 196 and 376 are the most distinguished.

7.3.4 Generalized leverage Analysis
Figure 7 exhibits the index plot of GL(0), using the model given in equation (12). The generalized
leverage graph presented in figure 7 confirms the tendencies observed under local and total influence
methods. Observations with large and small values for t tend to have a high influence on these own-
fitted values. We an note outstanding influence observations 33, 47, 279 and 341. The graph for
GL(0) is very similar to the one given in Figure 5.

7.4 A Reanalysis of data
As a complementary analysis, the possibly influential observations were removed. Aided by the analysis
of local influence, observations 23, 35, 47, 64, 176, 196, 199,279, 341, 351. and 376 were then removed.
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Figure 4: (a) Index plot of dmam for 0 (response perturbation). (b) Total local influence on the
estimates 0 (response perturbation)

7.4.1 Maximum likelihood results

Changes in the regression coefficient estimates with the removal of this set of observations from the
initial sample are shown in table 2 The mean cure fraction estimated in this case was 0.5261. It

Table 3: Maximum likelihood estimates for the incomplete data set

Parameter Estimate SE p-valor
a 1.7594 0.0133 -
/\ —1.3484 0.0159 -

fig 2.9574 0.3815 (0.0001
61 -0.1703 0.0521 0.4556
[32 -0.0205 0.00007 0.0195
/33 0.6446 0.0148 <0.0001
54 0.2298 0.0553 0.3282
[35 0.1648 0.1162 0.6288
56 00909 0.0017 0.025

Statistics Value Statistics Value
AIC 986.870 BIC 1022936

is noteworthy that x2(age) and x6(Breslow) become significant for the model. Hence, it can be
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Figure 5: (a) Generalized leverage for 0. (b) Index plot of dmaz for 0 ( age explanatory variable
perturbation). (c)Index plot of dmm for 0 ( Breslow explanatory variable perturbation). (d) Total
local influence on the estimates 0 (Breslow explanatory variable perturbation).

interpreted that the younger a patient the, greater the cure proportion; and the thinner the thickness
of the tumor, the greater the tendency to increase the number of significantly cured patients. It is
also noted that the statistic based on the model’s information criteria without the influential points
is better than that of the complete model.

7.4.2 Bayesian analysis
Considering the same priori densities as thosein subsection" ‘3, in Table 4 we presented the posterior
summary of the parameters of the Weibull mixture model without observations 23, 35, 47, 64, 176,
196, 199, 279, 341, 351. 376. In Table ul, we observed that the covariates nodule ($3) and Breslow (176)

presents a effect significant in the lifetime. Note that the Bayesian analysis is similar to the classic
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analysis.

Table 4: Bayesian estimates. Posterior summary results of fitting the Weibull mixture to the data
set, without observations 23, 35, 47, 64, 176, 196, 199, 279, 341, 351, 376.

Parameters Mean Standard deviation 95% credible interval R
a 1.7310 0.1184 (1.500 ; 1.962) 1,017
/\ 13530 0.1249 (-1.600 ; -1.111) 1.000
60 2.9100 0.6368 (1.693 ; 4.155) 1.002
(31 0.1547 0.2332 (0.614 ; 0.304) 1.001
[32 -0.0196 0.0090 (-0.037 ; —0.002) 1.001
133 0.6556 0.1272 ( 0.013 ; 0.415) 1.005
(34 0.2428 0.2385 (0.219 ; 0.711) 1.072
[35 0.1592 0.3519 (0.862 ; 0.525) 1.001
[36 0.0953 0.0439 (-0.186 ; 0.013) 1,011

Now we also compare the Weibull mixture model (WMM) with the complete data and incomplete
data fits by inspecting the Expected Akaike Information Criterion (EAIC, Carlin and Louis, 2000),
the Expected Schwarz Information Criterion (EBIC, Brooks, 2002). Comparing the models, the
information criteria provide the values given in Table 5. We see that WMM without observations 23,
35, 47, 64, 176, 196, 199, 279, 341, 351, 376 improves the corresponding WMM with complete data
(the preferred model is the one with the smallest value of the criterion).

Table 5: Comparison between WMM with a complete data set and WMM incomplete data set.
Criterion Complete Incomplete
EAIC 1055.0 996.2
EBIC' 1091.9 1032.0

7.5 Residual analysis
In order to study departures from the error assumption as the well as presence of outliers, we will first
consider the martingal residual proposed by Barlow and Prentice (1988) (see also Therneau et a1.,
1990). This residual was introduced in counting processes and can be written for the Exponentiated-
Weibull regression models as

I'M, = 51 +108[G(t179)l

where (5,- = 0 denotes censored observation, 6,- = 1 uncensored and G(ti, 9) is as defined in Section 2.
Due to the skewness distributional form of 73m, it has maximum value +1 and minimum value ~oo,
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and transformations to achieve a more normal shaped form would be more appropriate for residual
analysis. Another possibility is to use the deviance residual (see, for instance, McCullagh and Nelder,
1989, section 2.4), has been largely applied in generalized linear models (GLMs). Various authors
have investigated the use of deviance residuals in GLMs (see, for instance, Williams, 1987; Hinkley
et al., 1991; Paula 1995) as well as in other regression models (see, for example, Farhrmeir and Tutz,
1994). In Exponentiated-Weibull regression models the residual deviance is expressed here as

1
5

I‘Di = sign(rMi) [ — 2{1‘MI + dilogwi — 1'M,)}]

where TM, is the residual martingale corresponding to the Exponentiated-Weibull regression model.
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Figure 6: (a) Index plot of the martingal deviance residual mm. (b) Index plot of the deviance residual
TD,-

By analyzing the residual and martingale deviance graph, a random behavior is observed for the
data. A tendency to form two groups is also noted; however, this results from considering the logistic
function to introduce covariables. Such problems are also observed in the logistic regression. For
further details, refer to Hosmer et al. (2003), Mccullagh et al. (1989), among others.

7.6 Quality of fitting
In order to measure quality of fitting, a Kaplan—Meier survival graph and a survival graph estimated
by the Weibull mixture model with a cure fraction were plotted. Good model fitting was observed.
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8 Concluding Remarks
The local influence theory (Cook (1986) and Thomas Cook (1990)), that of generalized leverage
proposed by Wei et al. (1998) and a study based on martingal and deviance residual in a survival model
with a cure fraction were discussed in this study by using two estimation approaches: the maximum
likelihood and the Bayesian approaches. The matrices necessary for application of the technique were
obtained by taking into account various types of perturbations to the data elements and to the models.
By applying such results to a data set, indication was found of which observations or set of observations
would sensitively influence the analysis results. This fact is illustrated in application (Section 7). By
means of a real data set, it was observed that, for some perturbation schemes, the presence of certain
observations could considerably change the levels of significance of certain variables. The results of
the applications indicate that the use of the local influence technique as well as thatof generalized
leverage in models with a cure fraction may be rather useful in the detection of possibly influential
points by admitting two types of estimation methods: maximum likelihood and Bayesian. In order to
measure quality of fitting, martingal and deviance residuals were used, which showed that the model
fitting was correct. The Kaplan-Meier survival function was also plotted with the survival function
for the proposed model, which indicated good model fitting.

Appendix A: Matrix of second derivatives H7)
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Here we derive the necessary formulas to obtain the second order partial derivatives of the log-likelihood
function. After some algebraic manipulations, we obtain

Lou : —C—:§—exp{—/\}Zt?[log(ti)lz
ieF

(1 — pi) [Iowa]? [ — 108(hi)]hi [pl-{1 +10g(hi)} + <1 — porn]
_2 ,,

160 [Pi + (1 — Pi)hi]2

LaA = —-exp{/\} Ztfiogm)
ieF

<1 — pi) {loam} [log(hi>]hi[pi{1 +10g(hi)} + <1 — pom]
+2
“0 [Pi + (1 - pi)hi]

2

L
(xij>pi[1og(ti>] [logmolm

013 z _ 91

ieC [1 + exp{xiTB}] [Pi + (1 — 1>i)hi]~

LM = —eXP{)\}Ztia
ieF

+Z
(1 — pi)hilog(hi) [1 + log(hi) + (1 — pi)hi{—log(hi)}]

ieC [pi + (1 — pi)hi]2

(Kuhn [ — log(hi)]hi

MC [1 + eX1>{X,TB}l [Pi + (1 _ pnhil
2sz—

—(x;-2-)pi 1+ ex >{xiTB}(pi —- 1)
L135 2 Z J

[ 1

2

]

is}? (1 — pi)2 [1 + exp{xiT[3}l

+Z
(xfjhx [1 — hi} { [1 -— exp{xiT,6}] [pi + (1 — pi)hil — pi [1 — hil}

“0 [1 + exp{xiTB}]
2

[pi + (1 — whil '
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.T
. .Where hvi=exp{~t?e’\}, pi: riggifis, z=1,2,...,ne_] = l,2,...,p

Appendix B: Local influence on predictions: Response perturbation
Here we provide the derivatives of elements Air” of matrix A considering the response variables per-
turbation scheme. The elements of vector A1 take the form

‘il + (s) Iceman-1 wow» + 1] if up
A” = ~ ' <

A —1* <a>l°g00l1+l°g<fii>l+1 (aflogdou—mMogo-iifii - ,.(1 _ p1)(5t)103(h1)(ti) hi §i+(1—l5i)fli _
[fii+(1—f3i)ha]2

If LEG

the elements of vector A2 are expressed as

(St)(&)log(fis)(ti)‘1 if ieF

A”: (sou—n)<anog<fii)<ti)-l{fi%%—W} if ieC

and the elements of the vector Aj, j = 3, . . . , p -+- 2 are expressed as

0 if z'eF

A
—(Xij)(St)(fii)(d)10g(hi)(ti)—lhi

(ii = . ‘
1

. + (lein—hi) , if 7350
[1+exp{x;rfi}] [fii+(1—f)i)hi] [1+exp{x;r,3}] [pi+(l—fii)fii]2

where

exp(xini)h- = exp —t¢e:\ fr =—A1 { l } 1

1 + exp(x;rfi)

Appendix C: Local influence on predictions: Explanatory variable perturbation
In this appendix we provide the derivatives of elements Aij of matrix A considering the explanatory
variables perturbation scheme. The elements of vector A1 are expressed as

0 if ieF
An = __Bde)(bi)10g(fii)10g(ti)

A

ink + gentle—“Box if rec
[l+exp{xiT,B}] pen—pom [ma—mm]

the elements of vector A2 are expressed as

0 if ieF
A21 = _ £3: (Sx loath) Fli $31 if iFC

[1+exp{xiT,B}] [15i+(1—13i)f11]~
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the elements of vector Aj, for j = 3, . . . , p + 2 and j 96 t, take the forms

_ x.-,(B:)(Sx)(fn) if ieF
[l+exp{xffl}]

,
“ T

_ .. ~. Sx
- 1431 rain—hi) _

[l—exp{x-.fl}]
- .f ,.C”pix WM )

[1+exp{x.Tfi}]2[two—pint]2 [mu—pain][1+exp{x?fi}]2
1 L6

Aji =

the elements of vector At are given by

—S A" 1+—Xiu§t—‘_‘} se ieF
A

( xxp >l [WWW]
2ti: A . . . 2 .

h") 1
A

, 1_ I” _ (xit)(SX)flt(pi)(1—Pi) 1—hi
‘

. C
f>i+(1—l5i)f1i

{ + fltxwl exp{x1 Bill}
[fii-l-(l—flifilil

be 7'6

where

A * “ . ex x71”
h; = exp{—t§’e’\} pi =—p(1 {all

1 + exp(xi 1?)
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